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Hydrogen in MENA
Introduction
Green hydrogen will play a key role in a clean, secure and affordable energy future. It is
still in the development stage but many countries in the MENA region took major steps to
lay a foundation towards an initial phase to develop the hydrogen market. Projects and
investments are increasing on ground. In the UAE, Masdar is currently looking into
hydrogen as well as DEWA have collaborated with Expo 2020 and Siemens to build the
region's first solar-driven hydrogen electrolysis facility. Furthermore, in Morocco, the first
project of 100 MW renewable energy plant producing green hydrogen is official. Oman is
also having a preliminary analysis on including green hydrogen in Sohar Port through
investing in utility scale solar farms.
To learn more about Hydrogen and its development, MESIA had the pleasure to interview
Dr. Martijn Duvoort, Director Energy Markets, DNV GL.

Interview with Dr. Martijn Duvoort
1- Is it safe to say that we are somewhat beyond the development phase of
Hydrogen or is it so early to state that?
Hydrogen has been used by the industry as feedstock for many years now. This is
often produced from natural gas or other process gasses. However, hydrogen
produced by electrolysis (from renewable energy systems) has not yet been
applied on a large scale. There is still development needed in elektrolysers to
make them cheaper and more robust in order to facilitate the expected scale-up.
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2- There are many benefits to the use of use hydrogen, does a geographical
presence somehow affect that or hydrogen can be produced anywhere and
be used for all solutions?
Green hydrogen production is associated with regions where renewable energy
systems are abundant. Some areas are more blessed with wind, others with solar
production. If green electricity is used to convert hydrogen (or other molecules),
then this is best completed close to the energy source. The reason for this is that
transport costs over long distances are cheaper in molecule form than in
electricity. So, in that case, it saves costs across the entire value chain if
conversion is done close to the production centers.

3- For what purposes do we see hydrogen being used/studied in the MENA
region?

As mentioned, hydrogen is an important feedstock in industry. Current production
methods release significant CO2 emissions. As decarbonization is a key point for
industrials, hydrogen supply is an important element.
In the MENA region, the long-term promise of hydrogen demand by local and
overseas industries may offer a sustainable business model for project developers.
The pace and timeframe are not only based on the local renewable energy
production plans, but also on expected demand developments elsewhere. The
downside of green hydrogen production is that elektrolyser efficiency is relatively
low. Therefore, as long as local power prices are favorable to feeding electricity
from renewable energy sources directly in the power grid, hydrogen production
may not be preferred.
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4- In the MENA, where can we see hydrogen booming? (KSA, UAE, Oman &
Morocco, any other countries potentially?)
The first sweet spots for green hydrogen developments will be in regions with
abundant renewable energy sources, with stable political environments and local
industry/demand centers.

5- The future of direct solar water splitting processes started evolving in
the GCC. How soon do you believe that such hydrogen projects shall
become more widespread?
Direct water splitting is still early in the development phase. Forecasting the time
needed until commercial application depends on technical as well as external
factors.

6- Would you like to mention anything with regards to financing those
projects, how is the market reacting?
The bankability of green hydrogen production is expected to increase because of
scale: the more elektrolyser systems being installed, the more standard solutions
will become available. This is expected to reduce costs. For the moment, subsidies
are needed for the development of pilot projects.

Conclusion
Green hydrogen can provide the region with abundance of competitive solar energy
resources and means to export electricity to other markets lacking sources of
renewable energy. It may enable fossil fuel producing countries to better face
diversification and to remain key players in the international energy market. It is only a
matter of time to see hydrogen becoming more widespread to observe its unpararelled
benefits.
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As Director Energy Markets, Martijn Duvoort is responsible for DNV GL's
market related services. This includes market design, especially on topics
related to trading flexibility, market modelling and the facilitation of the
introduction of new disruptive technologies. From this perspective, Martijn
is leading in many aspects shaping the Dutch energy transition. He has
published on topics like a model for district heating, the Dutch Regional
Energy Strategies, hybridization of industrial heat supply, hydrogen, Electric
Mobility and designed a market model for flexibility which is operational in
the Netherlands since 2018. Next to his role at DNV GL, Martijn is board
member of the World Energy Council and holds several volunteering
positions.

THANK YOU!
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